Ingres Comtesse Dhaussonville Munhall Edgar
progression of the portrait: ingres and comtesse d ... - progression of the portrait: ingres and comtesse
d’haussonville by annie werly (art 2213) orn louise de broglie in 1818 into a prominent french family with
bourgeoisie blood, at age eighteen, louise de broglie became the comtesse d’haussonville by marrying the
vicomte d’haussonville. on loan from the frick collection as part of an art ... - on loan from the frick
collection as part of an art exchange program on view october 30, 2009, through january 25, 2010 pasadena,
ca—the norton simon museum presents a special installation of jean-auguste-dominique ingres’s stunning
portrait of comtesse d’haussonville, 1845, on loan from the frick collection in new york. from the frick
collection - there followed his major exhibitions ingres and the comtesse d'haussonville (1985), françoismarius granet: watercolors from the granet at aix-en-provence (1988), and the butterfly and the bat: whistler
and montesquiou (1995). comments director, samuel sachs ii, “it has been my immense pleasure and honor to
work with edgar director of marketing and communications phone: (626) 844 ... - ingres and the
comtesse d'haussonville edgar munhall, curator emeritus, the frick collection saturday, november 7, 4:00 p.m.
edgar munhall, one of the world’s leading scholars of ingres, discusses the importance of the comtesse’s
portrait within ingres’s long, multi-faceted career and introduces the artist’s little-known subject, louise
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